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ABSTRACT: At small scales, shape-programmable magnetic materials and self-
sensing conductive materials have an enticing potential for realizing the
functionalities that are unattainable by traditional machines. This work reports
a facile preparation method of aself-sensing magnetism-responsive anisotropic
films (SMAF) in which magnetic materials and conductive materials can be
predesigned, oriented, and patterned without requiring an external magnetic field
generator or other expensive devices. A variety of shaped magnetoactive films with
complex chain-orientation structures that can achieve advanced actuation
functions have been developed, such as magnetically driven flowers, windmills,
and leaves. It is also verified that the as-prepared samples coated with the sensing
layer can distinguish different actuation modes, such as inward bending, outward
bending, twisting, and combined deformation, which would be conducive to
further exploration and development of directionally responsive applications in the
smart actuating system and soft robotics.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Mollusks with unlimited degrees of freedom and continuous
deformation ability can change their shape arbitrarily in a large
range and are inherently highly adaptable. The bionic actuators
with similar capabilities have always been the goal of
researchers from all over the world.1,2 According to the
actuation mechanisms, the bionic soft actuators can be mainly
divided into piezoelectric actuators,3 electroadhesion actua-
tors,4 pneumatic or hydraulic actuators,5 intelligent material-
based actuators,6,7 magnetism-responsive actuators, etc.
Especially, due to the controllable mechanics, fast response,
and wirelessly controlled performance in confined space,
magnetorheological composite-based actuators have great
development prospects in the fields of intelligent micro-
machinery, bionic soft robots, etc.8−10

The actuation behaviors of magnetorheological composites
are mainly affected by the external magnetic field and the
internal microstructure of the magnetic material.11−14 It has
been recognized that the orientation angles of magnetic chains
can be controlled by adjusting the preloaded magnetic fields in
the vulcanizing procedure.15−17 With the use of magnetic field
generators, anisotropic magnetorheological films with direc-
tional chain orientations have been developed, exhibiting
diverse application potentials in soft robotics.18−20 Most
recently, two-dimensional (2D)/three-dimensional (3D) print-
ing technology has been gradually implemented and has
brought dramatic changes to the programming design of
magnetic composites.21−24 However, difficulties still exist in

either incorporation of magnetic field generation equipment or
facilitation of fabrication procedure for complex chain-
orientation arrangements. Consequently, to date, most studies
are focused on a hard magnetic actuating system or the
preparation and performance characterization of soft magneto-
rheological composites with a simple chain orientation, while
the soft magnetic composites with complex chain-orientated
structures are rarely involved and using chained magnetic
composites for directional and selective actuation has yet to be
fully developed and optimized for soft robotic applications.
Compared with hard magnetic materials, soft magnetic
materials have the characteristics of low hysteresis loss, high
permeability, and low coercivity. Therefore, developing an
ingenious and facile manufacturing method without a magnetic
field for flexible anisotropic magnetic composites and soft
robots is of great significance and may provide a new solution
for the next-generation magnetism-responsive actuating
system.
Numerous research studies demonstrate that anisotropic

magnetorheological composites have excellent contact-free
magnetoinduced actuation characteristics, which has been
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used to develop various functional devices, such as fertilization
assistance, artificial muscles, and wireless microgrippers.25−27

At present, the actuating systems have been undergone rapid
growth;28−30 and moreover, some of them with integrated
mechanical-sensing elements can not only perform various
actuating actions but also self-perceive their position, posture,
and environmental change.31−33 Particularly, as magnetism-
responsive actuators have great application potentials in
enclosed environments (such as blood vessels34,35), the
magnetic actuating devices are required to monitor and
feedback in real-time for operation purposes. However, most
research studies on magnetism-responsive actuators are
focused on the actuating performances, and only a few can
feedback the execution status of the actuator.36−40 Studies on
the self-sensing and distinguishment of actuation behaviors of
magnetism-responsive materials with complex chain-orienta-
tion structure are rarely reported. Therefore, how to introduce
sensing units into the preparation of magnetorheological
composites with complex chain-orientation structure is also
worthy of exploration to understand the intrinsic relationship
of the microstructure, external magnetic field, and magnetic−
mechanic coupling behaviors.
In our work, a self-sensing magnetism-responsive anisotropic

film (SMAF) with noncontact control and multiple driving
modes has been reported through a combination of spin
coating of flexible poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) matrix and
soft magnetic carbonyl iron particles (CIP) with mask-
patterning conductive silver nanowire (AgNW) sensing layer.
The proposed fabrication method is novel, facile, nonmagnetic,
cost-effective, environmental-friendly, and has structural design
flexibility. Magnetoactive anisotropic composite with different
chain-orientation arrangements exhibit different actuation

modes, and the output electrical signals of the coated AgNW
sensing layer can reflect and distinguish different actuation
modes. By establishing a simple magnetic−mechanic−electric
experimental platform, we investigated systematically the
deformation performance and the electrical responses under
tactile mechanical and contactless magnetic conditions.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fabrication and Structural Characterization. Figure 1a
schematically depicts the preparation process of a self-sensing
magnetism-responsive anisotropic film. The fabrication proce-
dure is facile, freely programmable, and cost-effective and can
be mass produced. It involves five main steps: (i) coating and
vulcanizing of pre-CIPs/PDMS mixture on a 3D-printed
microstructured mold, (ii) scraping off excess CIPs/PDMS
mixture at the protrusion of master mold, (iii) spin coating and
vulcanizing of the pre-PDMS mixture, (iv) coating of AgNW
sensing layer using a reusable masking film, and then peeling
off the masking film and the adherence of conductive
electrodes, and (v) spin coating and vulcanizing of the pre-
PDMS mixture. Finally, after peeling, SMAF is obtained. If the
fourth operation is not performed, the final product is a
magnetism-responsive anisotropic film (MAF). The preset
experimental parameters, such as the microstructure of mold
and mask, spinning speed, and coating times, determine the
microstructure of the final product. Figure 1b−d exhibits the
optical microscopy images of the MAF products with different
microstructures (color map (I), profile map (II), and height
map (III)). The oriented magnetic structural elements can be
clearly seen. More SMAF or MAF products with different
magnetic arrangement structures or different shapes are shown
in Figure 1e−g.

Figure 1. Fabrication process and structural characterization. (a) Schematic diagram of the fabrication steps for SMAF. (b−d) Optical microscopy
images of unilaterally structured MAF with different microstructures (color map (I), profile map (II), and height map (III)). (e−g) SMAF or MAF
samples of different shapes with oriented magnetic structural elements. The scale bar is 5 mm.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Figure 2)
provide more detailed information of the micro-/nanostructure
of SMAF, confirming the presence of the magnetic gratings.
On the contrary, the backside of the final product is almost flat
and filled with nonmagnetic particles. Figure 2a exhibits that
the height of the oriented magnetic structural elements is
about 100 μm and the thickness of the PDMS layer is about 60
μm. The cross-sectional image of the SMAF sample shown in

Figure 2b demonstrates that the thickness of the coated PDMS
film at 1250 rpm for 60 s is about 60 μm, the film thickness at
1000 rpm for 60 s is about 90 μm, and the total thickness of
the SMAF sample is about 500 μm. The oriented magnetic
structural elements are about 350 μm in height and about 540
μm in width. For the convenience of characterization, the MAF
samples applied in other experiments were manufactured with
the same height and spacing as that of oriented magnetic

Figure 2. Material characterization of the asymmetrically structured SMAF samples. (a, b) SEM cross-sectional image of the films made with
different molds. (c) SEM image of CIP embedded in the PDMS matrix. (d, e) Magnified image of the AgNW film. (f) SEM top-view image of the
AgNW layer.

Figure 3. Magnetism-responsive actuation of MAF samples with oriented magnetic structural elements. (a) Optical images of a MAF sample with
magnetic chains oriented lengthwise (I) and a MAF sample with magnetic chains oriented breadthwise (II) with one end fixed and the other end
attached to pieces of PDMS plates without magnetic field (left) and under 0.13 T horizontal field (right). (b) Lifting obliquity vs applied magnetic
field for MAF samples attached to the loadings. (c) Magnetic torque per unit mass of MAF vs applied magnetic field, calculated from the lifting
experiments in (b). Each plot represents the magnetic torque at a different, fixed cantilever angle. (d) Optical images of MAF samples with different
magnetic chain oriented angles under magnetism actuation. (e) Torsion angle vs applied magnetic field for the MAF sample with magnetic chains
oriented breadthwise. (f) Dependence of lifting obliquity on the cross-angles under magnetism actuation.
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structural elements and the same spin speed and coating times
as shown in Figure 2b. Also, as shown in Figure 2c−e, carbonyl
iron particles and AgNW sensing layer are completely
embedded in the polymer matrix. It can also be clearly seen
that in the width direction, the coated AgNW sensing layer is
thicker in the middle than at the ends. The thickness in the
middle is about 1.2 μm, and the more detailed structure is
demonstrated in Figure S1. Figure 2f exhibits the top-view
image of the reticulated AgNW sensing layer without polymer
coverage. Figure S2 exhibits the as-prepared sample of 167 mm
× 120 mm × 0.5 mm and a sample of 2.5 mm × 1.2 mm ×
0.16 mm. It can be clearly seen that the magnetic particle
chains along the long edge of film surface are very obvious and
continuous.
Magnetism-Responsive Actuation. To characterize the

magnetically dependent mechanic behavior, the hysteresis
loops of the MAF samples were first measured (Figure S3).
The low magnetic remanence and coercivity suggest that the
MAF sample has an ideal and quick magnetic response
performance. Besides, the tendency of the magnetization loops
exhibits that it has high magnetic permeability and is easier to
magnetize in a direction parallel to the magnetic chains.

Furthermore, to analyze the responsiveness to different
magnetic fields, the as-prepared magnetoactive film with
oriented magnetic chains was cut into strips (length of 15
mm, width of 3.5 mm, thickness of 0.5 mm). The MAF sample
was affixed to the edge of a rigid, and nonmagnetic glass holder
and the weights (PDMS plate) were symmetrically attached on
the underside of the strip (Figure 3a). For the MAF sample
with magnetic chains oriented lengthwise, without the
magnetic field, the MAF lever arm hung almost vertically,
and after a horizontal magnetic field was applied, the MAF
lever arm rotated upward. The experiment was repeated with
different weight loads, ranging from unloaded (0×) to loading
of 11.3 times the mass of the MAF sample (11.3×). By
gradually increasing the magnetic flux density, the MAF sample
and the attached weight can be lifted controllably. The
magnetic torque was then inferred by equating it with the
reverse gravity torque on the loaded lever arm. Hereby, it was
considered that the system centroid was at the center of the
attached weights. The lifting obliquity was defined as the angle
between the vertical direction and the line of the system
centroid and the hinge. Also, measurements of the position
were taken under equilibrium conditions. Furthermore, by

Figure 4. Mechanical−electrical responsiveness. (a) Schematic illustration of the measurement system. (b) Normalized resistance change vs the
deflection at the end of SMAF sample when the drive rod was loaded from direction I. (c) Normalized resistance variation as a function of time
under the deflection stimulus that incrementally increases and decreases at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. (d) ΔR/R under 1.5 mm deflection at different
frequencies. (e) Real-time monitoring of normalized relative resistance in the cycled loading and unloading of drive rod from direction I. (f) ΔR/R
vs the deflection when the drive rod was loaded from direction II. (g) Real-time monitoring of ΔR/R with different frequencies. (h) Cyclic test
when the loading was from direction II.
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gradually adding weights, the relationship of the loading-
magnetic flux density-lifting obliquity was obtained, shown in
Figure 3b. Then, the specific lifting obliquity and the
corresponding applied magnetic flux density and torque per
MAF unit mass were taken and fitted. It can be seen in Figure
3c that there is a linear relationship of torque per MAF unit
mass and the strength of horizontal magnetic field for a specific
lifting obliquity. Here, the slope represents the torque per unit
mass of MAF per unit field. When the MAF sample with
magnetic chains oriented lengthwise was oriented at the angle
of approximately 40°, the torque per unit MAF mass per unit
field is 11.4 Nm/kg T. In addition, the weight-loading
experiments were conducted for the MAF sample with
magnetic chains oriented breadthwise (MAF-90°). It is
observed that the MAF sample is twisted in the direction of
cutting magnetic line (Figure 3a,d). The relationship between
torsion angle, applied magnetic field, and the added weights are
demonstrated in Figure 3e. Hereby, the torsion angle is defined
as the angle between the free short edge of the strip-shaped
sample and the horizontal magnetic field. Under the same
magnetic field, MAF-90° sample with different loads has
almost the same magnetoinduced torsion angles. The stability
of MAF with magnetic chains oriented lengthwise is also
explored and presented in Figure S4 and Movie S1. Clearly, the
magnetism actuation shows no degradation after 10 000 cyclic
excitations, indicating good reversibility and durability of MAF.
Moreover, MAF samples with different magnetic chain

orientations were prepared with the crossing angle (θ)
between the magnetic chain and the long edge varying from
0 to 90°. The experiment settings are the same as those
described in the weight-loading experiment. Driven by
magnetic-field-induced force, MAF samples were twisted into
different states (Figure 3d). Due to mechanical constraints, the
unilaterally structured MAF samples were biased toward the

grating direction when a horizontal magnetic field was applied.
Figure 3d,f shows that the torsion angle and the lifting
obliquity of MAF strips with different magnetic chain
orientations are different under the same magnetism actuation.
In Figure 3d, the left optical images were taken without a
magnetic field and the right ones were under 0.130 T
horizontal field. For MAF-75°, the applied magnetic flux
density is 0, 0.027, 0.036, and 0.130 T, respectively. Especially,
it can be observed that 45° is the dividing line. For a MAF with
a crossing angle of 45° or less, as the magnetism increased, the
induced torsion angle and the lifting obliquity gradually
increased. However, for a MAF with a larger crossing angle,
there is a short lifting segment at low fields while the lift
retracted at high fields. This phenomenon may provide new
ideas for the special design of soft robots.

Self-Sensing. To better characterize the magnetic−
mechanic−electric coupling characteristics of SMAF, the
electrical changes under mechanical load were first evaluated.
Figure 4a exhibits the measurement system, which consists of
four parts: a reciprocating drive, a hertz regulator, a home-
made sample holder, an electrical property test system
(Modulab MTS), and a data storage analyzing system
(software). As depicted in Figure 4a, the SMAF sample with
magnetic chains oriented lengthwise was pasted on a holder,
and the grating side of the sample is the adhered surface. Apply
and change the deflection stimuli via adjusting the distance
between reciprocating drive and the holder and adjust the
loading frequencies through a hertz regulator. Figure 4b shows
the relative resistance change ΔR/R depending on the applied
deflection of up to 8.0 mm when the drive rod was loaded from
direction I, where R is the initial electrical resistance and ΔR is
the resistance variation. With an increase in deflection, the
bending angles of SMAF toward the grating side increased, and
the absolute value of the peak value of normalized resistance

Figure 5. Magnetic−electric performance of SMAF with magnetic chains oriented lengthwise. (a, b) Electromagnetic system and the applied
magnetic field which can be adjusted by the electromagnetic coil current. (c) Relationship between coil current and magnetic flux density at the
center. (d) Cyclic electrical responsiveness under different magnetic fields. (e) Curves of magnetic flux density at the center and the corresponding
responsive deviation/deflection angle of the SMAF sample. (f) Single-cycle curves of the applied magnetic field and the electrical sensing signals of
SMAF. The response and reset times are marked.
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variation increased correspondingly, indicating that electrical
performance is distinctly dependent on the curled angle
(Figure 4c). The electrical responses were maintained well for
different deflection stimuli and reproducible under multiple
tests. Moreover, the influence of the applied frequency/rates
on the tendency and peak value of normalized resistance
variation was tested. Figure 4d demonstrated that the applied
frequency had no significant influence on the electrical
property in a certain range (0.1−1.0 Hz). In addition, as
displayed in Figure 4e, SMAF had an approximately −4.5%
increment in resistance and exhibited good stability,
recoverability, and repeatability under continuous cyclic
loading (1.5 mm deflection).
Then, the electric responsiveness of SMAF is investigated

when the drive rod is loaded from direction II. As exhibited in
Figure 4f, when the load came from direction II, the electrical
resistance variation was positive, opposite to that shown in
Figure 4b. This is because the as-prepared SMAF sample is
unilateral, and the thickness of the front and back layers of the
AgNW sensing layer are different. When the SMAF sample is
bent in different directions, the AgNW sensing layer presents
two different states: one is in a compressed state and the other
is in a stretched state. Therefore, when the drive rod was
loaded from direction I and direction II, the electrical changes
are negative and positive values, respectively. Such a result will
be propitious to the distinction of actuation direction. This
helps distinguish changes. Also, when the frequency was set
from 0.25 to 1.0 Hz, the loading frequency/speed of
mechanical stimuli does not affect the sensing behavior of
SMAF (Figure 4g). Figure 4h exhibits the real-time monitoring
of the normalized relative resistance in the cycled loading and
unloading of drive rod from direction II, indicating the
excellent durability of the mechanical−electrical responses.
In addition to evaluating the sensitivity to mechanical

stimuli, the electrical response of SMAF to magnetic field
excitation was also systematically tested. The SMAF sample
with a length of 15 mm and a width of 10 mm was
immobilized on the home-made holder. Then, the sample and
the holder were placed in the middle of two facing
electromagnets shown in Figure 5a. By adjusting the
electromagnetic coil current by means of a DC power supply

(the currents of two electromagnets were reversed), an almost
uniform magnetic field was applied at the distance between the
two electromagnets. When the current was set to 1 A, the
simulation result of the magnetic field distribution between
electromagnets is shown in Figure 5b. Also, Figure 5c
demonstrates the relationship between the coil current and
the magnetic flux density at the center of the electromagnetic
system. As the applied current was set as 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4,
0.5, 0.55, and 0.6 A (square wave), the corresponding magnetic
flux density was 22.2, 27.4, 31.9, 36.6, 46.0, 51.5, and 55.2 mT,
respectively, and the average normalized resistance variation of
SMAF was −0.46, −0.52, −0.54, −1.8, −2.6, −4.2, and −4.8%,
respectively (Figure 5d). It can be clearly seen that for the
same magnetic density interval, the relative change in
resistance under a high field is greater than that under a low
field (Figure 5d), which is consistent with the observed
bending deformation of the sample. Figure 5e exhibits the
applied transient magnetic field and the corresponding
responsive deviation/deflection angle curve of the SMAF
sample. The bending deformation response curve and the
magnetic field curve almost coincide, and the lag time was only
about 10 ms. When the magnetic field was removed, the
sample returned to its original state. Figure 5f shows the single-
cycle curve of magnetic flux density vs time and the curve of
the output normalized resistance variation vs time. Also, the
electrical sensing signal of the sample is slightly delayed in the
magnetic field response. The response and reset times of the
SMAF sample were approximately 60 and 80 ms, respectively
(including the response and reset times of magnetic field) as
marked in Figure 5f. The above results show that SMAF has a
rapid and stable mechanical and electrical response, ensuring
the outstanding actuation and self-sensing performance of the
designed actuator and soft robot.
The SMAF sample with magnetic chains oriented

breadthwise underwent a twist in the direction of the cutting
magnetic induction line. Under low field, SMAF had a negative
resistance change. As displayed in Figure 6a, the deformation
of SMAF had a dominant inward bending when the applied
magnetic field was 36.6 mT. Here, we refer to the bending in
the direction away from the magnetic grating as inward
bending. Conversely, the bending toward the magnetic grating

Figure 6.Magnetism sensing property of sample SMAF with magnetic chains oriented breadthwise. (a) Optical images of the bending deformation
of sample SMAF under the self-fabricated electromagnetic testing system devices. The sample was fixed on a holder. (b−i) Variation of ΔR/R of
SMAF as a function of magnetic flux density in cycles.
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is called outward bending. Under a high field, the resistance
presented a trend of first decline and then rise, and the
ultimate resistance change was positive, representing that the
initial shape change of SMAF is mainly inward bending, and
the increase in resistance with the increase of transient
magnetic field strength was caused by outward bending
deformation gradually occupying the predominant position.
Such results show that SMAF can not only discriminate
bending actuation in different directions but also distinguish
bending and torsion actuation modes to a certain extent. It
means SMAF has the enticing application potential in self-
monitoring actuators.
Multifunctional Shape Manipulation. For the magnetic

strips that are pinned at one end, the magnetic force brings the
chains closer to alignment with the field. We know that under
the excitation of the as-described field in the magnetism-
responsive deformation section, MAF-0° was deformed in a
bended mode and MAF-90° was deformed in a torsional
mode. Structures with other crossing angles yield a combined
bending and torsion (Figure 3). The MAF samples with a
structure containing both parallel and normal magnetization
components were prepared, verifying that advanced magnet-
ism-induced deformation can be achieved by combining the
design rules together. Magnetics fields of 0, 27.4, 55.2, 83.6,
and 113 mT were applied to the samples in a sequence, as

displayed in Figure 7a−d. MAF with cross-angles of 90 and 0°
in a ratio of 1:2 was bent double gradually when the magnetic
flux density increased (Figure 7a). MAF with cross-angles of 0
and 90° in a ratio of 2:1 deflected and warped under the field
(Figure 7b). MAF with cross-angles of 90, 0, and 90° in a ratio
of 1:1:1 gradually folded up like an inchworm with an increase
in field strength (Figure 7c). Moreover, in Figure 7d, the
crossing angles of the MAF sample are 0, 90, and 0°, and the
ratio is 1:1:1. When a magnetic field was applied, it gradually
folded like a mantis’s raising forearm. Naturally more bionic
actuation functions can be produced by designing a magnetic
orientation combination structure.
The deformation of MAF under a magnetic field is not

straightforwardly attributable to the magnetic chain distribu-
tion. Also, the overall structure and the applied magnetic field
distribution affects the deformation. As shown in Figure 8, the
unilaterally structured MAF with different shapes was
fabricated and the actuation was investigated in magnetic
field gradients generated by a single electromagnet. Here, the
shaped MAF samples were entirely made of magneto-
rheological elastomer without a nonmagnetic part in Figure
8a−c. Figure S5 exhibits the field distribution and the
relationship between coil current and magnetic flux density
at the center and at the edge. The samples were placed in the
axis of an electromagnet. Displayed in Figure 8a, the spindle-

Figure 7. Deformation of the MAF samples with different magnetic orientation combinations under different magnetic fields. (a) MAF with cross-
angles of 90 and 0° in a ratio of 1:2 that was bent double gradually when the magnetic flux density increased. (b) Deflected and warped MAF with
cross-angles of 0 and 90° in a ratio of 2:1. (c) MAF with cross-angles of 90, 0, and 90° in a ratio of 1:1:1 that gradually folded up like an inchworm.
(d) MAF with cross-angles of 0, 90, and 0° in a ratio of 1:1:1 that can gradually fold to look like a praying mantis’s raised forearm when the
magnetic field is applied.
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shaped petals of flowerlike MAF sample were magnetically
oriented in a vein distribution and their free ends were lifted
with the increasing electromagnet coil current. It can be clearly
seen that bending dominates in the deformation. The MAF
sample with a triangular configuration was self-assembled to a

smart windmill under the contactless magnetic stimuli (Figure
8b and Movie S2). Also shown in Figure 8c, the hexagram
MAF sample closed its leaves like a Venus Flytrap (Movie S3).
The magnetic chains orientation of the blades of both smart
windmill and star-shaped MAF are perpendicular to one side of

Figure 8. Shape-programmable magnetoactive composite materials that exhibit integrated multifunctional shape manipulations. (a) Flowerlike
MAF sample lifted with the increasing electromagnet coil currents. (b) MAF sample that was self-assembled to a smart windmill under contactless
stimuli. (c) Hexagram MAF sample that closed its leaves like a Venus Flytrap. (d) A demonstration of a smart leaf that had various folding
behaviors under different magnetic fields.

Figure 9. Assembled device of magnetoactive composites. (a, b) Photographs of the assembly and response of magnetism-responsive windmills. (c)
Crawling polypod-like soft minirobot based on MAF. (d) Proof-of-concept soft minirobot that can be moved by flipping.
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the triangle. The twisting of the windmill blades was very
obvious, whereas bending deformation of the star-shaped MAF
blades played an absolute dominant role.
In addition, a smart leaf made of MAF was prepared to

investigate the possible actuation modes under different
magnetic fields (Movie S4). The smart leaf was modeled like
real leaves, and its veins are full of magnetic particles. Figure S5
exhibits the precise positions of a smart leaf in the same
gradient magnetic field. Under the action of a magnetic field,
the leaf had a variety of actuation behaviors, such as curling up,
folding both halves, and folding single half (Figure 8d).
Regarding the double halves-folding mode, it is like a Venus
Flytrap without bristles. That is, when the noncontact
environmental magnetic field was turned on, the two halves
of the leaf abut each other with the middle rib as the axis. The
results demonstrate that the shape-programmable magneto-
active composite materials can exhibit integrated multifunc-
tional shape manipulations.
Besides the actuation modes such as opening, closing, and

curling, it is also possible to develop motion-driven modes
through combinations. As shown in Figure 9a, taking
advantage of this orientation-defined deformation, we prepared
a complex MAF sample composed of triangular films with the
same grating orientation and assembled it with a shaft (Figure
9a). Interestingly, when a magnetic field was applied, it
deformed into a windmill and the wind rotated it (Figure 9b
and Movie S5). Moreover, after the sensing layer was coated
on the blade, we could monitor the states of the windmill blade
through the output electrical signal (Figure S6). Figure 9c
shows a crawling polypod-like soft minirobot based on MAF.
Under the changed magnetic field, the soft-structure minirobot
was remotely controlled to crawl forward and spot turn
without contact (Movie S6). Additionally, in the preparation
processes, if we replace the soft magnetic particles with hard
magnetic particles and apply a magnetic field for magnetization
during the vulcanization process, MAF becomes magnetic. The
as-prepared minirobot flipped to move forward or turn under
the excitation by an alternating magnetic field (Figure 9d and
Movie S7). Ingeniously combining the hard magnetic particle
filling part and the soft magnetic particle filling part together
may produce actuators with smart actuation modes. This is a
challenge in analyzing the distribution of micromagnets and
soft magnetic particles and controlling the magnetic field. All of
the demo samples in the present study are simple proof-of-
concept minirobots and no further attempts were made to
develop more complex MAF samples due to the lack of
equipment to flexibly control the external magnetic field. We
envision that this research provides a new manufacturing
method of magnetoactive composite toward self-sensing
actuator and soft robotics, which is conducive to the
exploration of mechanic−magnetic−electric coupling mecha-
nism, and based on the design concepts presented in the paper,
more interesting and complicated actuation can be achieved.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a variety of planar magnetoactive composites at
the millimeter scale were prepared using cost-effective mask-
patterning and spin coating technology. In this method, the
soft magnetic carbonyl iron particles and conductive silver
nanowires were precisely oriented and patterned without a
magnetic field generator or other expensive devices. The as-
fabricated SMAF samples exhibited the advantages of excellent
flexibility, multiple actuation modes, outstanding self-monitor-

ing, ultrahigh response time, and good stability. SMAF can not
only discriminate bending actuation in different directions but
also distinguish bending and torsion actuation modes to a
certain extent. The electrical response and reset times of the
SMAF sample were approximately 60 and 80 ms, respectively,
which contained the response and reset times of magnetic field.
Besides, the shape-programmable magnetoactive composites
showed integrated multifunctional shape manipulations under
different magnetic fields. These results demonstrate that the as-
prepared self-sensing magnetism-responsive anisotropic com-
posite is an enticing and promising candidate to expand the
application range of the future intelligent actuating system.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. The poly(dimethylsiloxane) precursor and curing agent

(Sylgard 184) were purchased from Dow Corning GmbH. The
carbonyl iron particles (CN-type) were purchased from BASF
Aktiengesellschaft, Germany. The particle size range is 1−17 μm,
and the median diameter is about 7 μm. The poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) precursor and curing agent (Sylgard 184) were supplied
from Dow Corning GmbH. Reagents (analytical grade purity) for the
fabrication of AgNWs were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China, and used without further
purification.

Fabrication of AgNWs. AgNWs are conductive components of
the sensing unit and prepared successfully by a simple synthesis
method.41 Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) powder (5.86 g) with a molecular
weight of about 40 000 was added to 190 mL of glycerin at 90 °C and
stirred until the powder was completely dissolved in the glycerin. The
mixed solution was then cooled to 50 °C, and 1.58 g of silver nitrate
powder was added. Deionized water (0.5 mL), 59 mg of sodium
chloride, and 10 mL of glycerin were weighed and added to the mixed
solution. Then, the above reaction solution was heated to 210 °C.
After that, the heating was stopped, the solution was immediately
transferred to a beaker, and a total of 200 mL of deionized water was
added several times. After allowing the reactant to stand for several
days, the supernatant was poured out and then the remaining reactant
suspension was washed with deionized water several times to obtain
an aqueous dispersion of silver nanowires.

SMAF Fabrication. The PDMS prepolymer with a curing agent
(10:1 by weight) and carbonyl iron particles (60 wt %) were mixed by
stirring for 10 min. Then, the mixture was poured onto a structured
master mold, which was printed by a fused deposition printer
(Creator-pro, FlashForge Technology Co., Ltd., China) or a light-
curing printer (MiiCraft 125, Rays Optics Technology Co., Ltd.,
China), spin-coated at 500 rpm for 60 s, and cured at 90 °C for 20
min. After scraping off the excess magnetorheological elastomer at the
protrusion of master mold, the PDMS prepolymer (10:1 curing ratio)
was poured at the surface of the mold, spin-coated at 1250 rpm for 60
s, and cured at 90 °C for 20 min. Then, the reusable masking film was
attached to the cured PDMS film. Here, the reusable masking films
with a snake-shaped pattern were obtained by hollowing out a
commercially available 10 micron thick poly(ethylene terephthalate)
film via laser cutting technology. The paths of the pattern were coated
with 0.04 mL of an aqueous solution of AgNWs (concentration: 7
mg/mL) and dried in the air for 10 min. This coating operation was
repeated five times to form a conductive AgNW network and then the
masking film was peeled off. The wires were adhered to the electrode
zones of the conductive pattern by a silver paste. After that, the PDMS
prepolymer was poured on the surface by spin coating at 1000 rpm for
60 s to completely cover the paths, and they were cured at 90 °C for
20 min. The resulting self-sensing magnetism-responsive anisotropic
film was released by manual peeling (Figure 1). The preparation
method of MAF is similar to that of SMAF, except that the AgNW
sensing layer coating operations are not performed.

Characterization. The microstructures were characterized by a
3D optical microscope (Olympus DSX510) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, Gemini 500, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). The
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hysteresis loops of the materials were tested by HyMDC (Hysteresis
Measurement of Soft and Hard Magnetic Materials). The magnetic
field was afforded by Magnetic Power Systems (XDA-120/70,
Yueqing Xingda Electric Co., Ltd., China) by adjusting the
electromagnetic coil current by means of a DC power supply
(ITECH IT6724). The magnetic flux density was measured by a
digital teslameter (HT20, Shanghai Hengtong Magnetic Technology
Co., Ltd., China). The electrical properties were measured by a
Modulab material test system (Solartron Analytical, AMETEK
Advanced Measurement Technology, Inc., U.K.). The magnetism-
responsive anisotropic film was cut into ribbons (15 × 3.5 mm2) for
bending tests and ribbons (15 × 10 mm2) for electrical properties
measuring tests. All of the measurements were conducted in the air at
room temperature (25 °C).
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